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Cekamon Saws Newsletter  

We’re constantly developing our products, that’s ou r passion. We improve, renew and we push our border s. 
For the first time we brought a PalletSaw to Japan.  
convenient cover for the monitor on the PalletSaw a nd other news.

 

>> Practical case: A PalletSaw to Japan  
For the first time Cekamon Saws brought a  PalletSaw to Japan. It has been specially packed in a box and transported to 
Japan. The PalletSaw was adapted to Japanese standards. 

 

>> New pallet tipper  
You know our standard pallet tipper. This tipper tilts pallets efficiently. Now you can meet our new pallet tipper: 
Pallet Tipper Typ T. It works easy and its cheaper than our standard model. Tipper T takes the pallets on working 
height and can be used for feeding the PalletSaw. 

 

>> Automatic dissembly  
You read about our automatic possibilities. Pallets are checked automatically by a robot and a control system. 
We sold the first installation. Also dismantling pallets, we want to make automatically. The 
installation was successful. Are you interested? Contact us for an appointment. 
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- New pallet tipper
- Custom made
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- Employment injury

 
PalletSaw to Japan. It has been specially packed in a box and transported to 

The PalletSaw was adapted to Japanese standards.  

You know our standard pallet tipper. This tipper tilts pallets efficiently. Now you can meet our new pallet tipper: 
Pallet Tipper Typ T. It works easy and its cheaper than our standard model. Tipper T takes the pallets on working 

feeding the PalletSaw. An ergonomic improvement for your employees.  

 

  

You read about our automatic possibilities. Pallets are checked automatically by a robot and a control system. 
We sold the first installation. Also dismantling pallets, we want to make automatically. The second test for this 

Contact us for an appointment.  
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>> What do you do after an employment injury?
After an accident, small companies take too few measures to improve the health and safety of the employers. 
This is a research result of the Dutch labor inspection. Almost half 
save and healthy work. Many failures noted were related to the safety of machines.

Are you sure your machines meet the rules? Are your efforts enough to ensure the health and safety of your 
employees? We are happy to assist you with these questions. 

 

>> Extended protective cover  
Are you still working with the red bracket on your PalletSaw? This bracket is sometimes for convenience 
removed. This can lead to dangerous situations. Replace the red bracket by our extended protective cover. You 
can place this cover yourself easily. In this way you prevent your employees to circumvent se

 

>> Protect the monitor  
You can get a camera and monitor on you PalletSaw typ W. To protect the monitor, we developed a protective 
plastic cap. 

 

>> Leasing  
Leasing our machines and systems has advantages. The 
sheet and you will receive tax benefits. 

Over the years we have built a network of leasing companies. They know our machines and equipment and 
know the market. We arrange all the paperwork surrounding the l

 

>> Custom made  
As you may know, all Cekamon machines are almost completely produced in our 
are custom made. If you want to see this, make an appointment.

 

>> Check your saw guides  
Your bandsaw will last longer if you check the saw guides on a regular base on wear out and trim. There should 
be 0.5 mm free space between you band saw and the square tempered plates. (C). There should be 
approximately 3 mm free space between the band saw and the round tempered plate on the back site. Need help 
with this institutions? Consult your technical service or contact Cekamon 

 
  
  

 

 

Request for information
If you want to start saving thousands of Pounds a year in 
pallet costs and pallet wood purchases, contact us for a 
tailor-made offer!  
 

 

 

What do you do after an employment injury?  
After an accident, small companies take too few measures to improve the health and safety of the employers. 
This is a research result of the Dutch labor inspection. Almost half of the companies don’t follow the rules for 
save and healthy work. Many failures noted were related to the safety of machines. 

Are you sure your machines meet the rules? Are your efforts enough to ensure the health and safety of your 
happy to assist you with these questions.  

  

PalletSaw? This bracket is sometimes for convenience 
removed. This can lead to dangerous situations. Replace the red bracket by our extended protective cover. You 
can place this cover yourself easily. In this way you prevent your employees to circumvent security. 

  

You can get a camera and monitor on you PalletSaw typ W. To protect the monitor, we developed a protective 

  

Leasing our machines and systems has advantages. The machines and installations are not on the balance 

Over the years we have built a network of leasing companies. They know our machines and equipment and 
know the market. We arrange all the paperwork surrounding the lease for you. 

 

As you may know, all Cekamon machines are almost completely produced in our own facility. All our machines 
are custom made. If you want to see this, make an appointment. 

  

Your bandsaw will last longer if you check the saw guides on a regular base on wear out and trim. There should 
between you band saw and the square tempered plates. (C). There should be 

approximately 3 mm free space between the band saw and the round tempered plate on the back site. Need help 
with this institutions? Consult your technical service or contact Cekamon Saws.  

  

Request for information  
If you want to start saving thousands of Pounds a year in 
pallet costs and pallet wood purchases, contact us for a 

 
    

Contact  
Cekamon Saws BV 
Kalkoenweg 40 
NL - 3851 SC Ermelo
Tel: +31 341-550038
Fax: +31 341-550125 
info@cekamonsaws.nl
www.cekamonsaws.nl
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